THE VIBRATOR

WHAT IS A VIBRATOR?

A vibrator is a device designed for sexual pleasure. It works by creating vibrations that stimulate the erogenous zones, leading to a pleasurable experience. Modern vibrators are often powered by batteries or rechargeable systems, and they come in a variety of shapes and sizes, each catering to different preferences.

THE MILESTONES OF THE VIBRATOR:

- **1880** - The first electrically powered sex toy was invented by Dr. Richard S.Kenner.
- **1919** - The first battery-operated vibrator was developed by Dr. George Goisman.
- **1950s** - The first mass-produced electric vibrators were made in Japan, which then spread to the west.
- **1960s** - The first oral vibrators were introduced, followed by vibrating rings for penis stimulation.
- **1970s** - The first waxed vibrators were produced, which were later replaced by silicone vibrators.
- **2000s** - The first remote controlled and waterproof vibrators became available.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF VIBRATORS:

- **Cordless Vibrators**: These are handheld, wireless, rechargeable vibrators.
- **Remote Controlled Vibrators**: These vibrators have a control which can be held at a distance from the body, which can be useful for couples.
- **Intelligent Vibrators**: These vibrators have built-in sensors that detect the partner's intensity level, adjusting the speed and pattern accordingly.
- **Wearable Vibrators**: These vibrators are worn on the body, such as rings or bongs, to stimulate different parts of the body.

THE HERE AND THE NOW:

1. **Choose the Right Type**: Select a vibrator that suits your needs and preferences. Consider factors such as size, intensity, and battery life.
2. **Hygiene is Key**: Always ensure the vibrator is clean before and after use. Use water-based lubricants to enhance pleasure.
3. **Safety First**: Use vibrators only on clean and healthy skin. Avoid using them near any medical devices or implants.
4. **Privacy Matters**: Make sure the vibrator is discreetly placed when not in use.

And... always remember to...!